“Finding Family” Book Raves
“A fascinating new page‐turner. I was completely unable to put it
down. I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in
genealogy, family secrets, genetic genealogy, or mystery in general.
The book is a complete and entertaining saga from A to Z.”
Blaine Bettinger, Blogger, The Genetic Genealogist
“Finding Family tells a gripping, inspirational story, but it also does
more: It provides a genuinely useful self‐help guide for adopted
people, genealogists and anyone else who wants to explore their
personal history.”
Adam Pertman, Executive Director, Evan B. Donaldson Adoption
Institute and author of Adoption Nation.
“This book is what we used to refer to as a barn‐burner! Gets ahold of you and just won’t let you go!...a
wonderfully executed masterpiece. Whether you are interested in genetic genealogy, adoption searches
or just like a good heart‐warming mystery, you’ll love this book!”
Roberta Estes, Blogger, DNAeXplained
“I was riveted as I journeyed with Richard through his determined, and thriller like, quest to identify his
biological parents. It's thrilling to see how he combined traditional genealogical research methods with
cutting edge DNA testing to finally reveal the identity of his father. This book should be in the bookshelf
of all genealogy researchers, as well as anyone interested in a good mystery!”
Elizabeth Khan, Founder, Record Click, a leader in genealogical records retrieval.
“Richard’s story reads like a good mystery novel. He is methodical, creative, determined and
unexpectedly funny. I couldn't put the book down.”
CeCe Moore, Blogger, Your Genetic Genealogist
“Finding Family will inspire anyone who is adopted or interested in genealogical research as well as
readers who like to read true to life mystery stories. Richard's long search for his birth parents is full of
twists and turns, as well as portraits of kind people who were willing to help him during his journey...
This is a great read!”
Lynne Klippel, Author, Publisher, Book Coach
“Finding Family is an engaging tale, recounting Hill's own particulars as he searched for family. Other
adoptees will identify with his ups and downs and even pick up some hints on new sources to use in
their own quest.”
Ann Turner, co‐author (with Megan Smolenyak) of Trace Your Roots with DNA

For more information, including a complete Media section, see FindingFamilyBook.com

“I never thought that I would refer to a book about DNA as riveting, but the time has come. This gripping
true story is an absolute page turner. Once you open the book, don't plan to do anything else until
you've reached the final page.”
Jennifer Zinck, Ancestor Central
“Finding Family is a wonderfully told story with interesting twists. A Hollywood writer couldn't have
done as well with fiction as Hill has in telling his true story. This book is a must read for genealogists and
will be enjoyed by non‐genealogists.”
Debbie Parker Wayne, professional researcher
“So well written. I could not put it down. I read the entire thing from 8am to 2:45pm. Although this book
will appeal to a large audience, it is grippingly personal. I had to know what he found out and just could
not put it down.”
Nicole Polk, genealogy researcher and blogger
“Finding Family should be required reading for anyone about to embark on an adoptee quest in finding
their birth family...some of the most fascinating non‐fiction you will ever read.”
Katherine Hope Borges, Director, International Society of Genetic Genealogy
“Combining conventional genealogy, DNA analysis, and good old‐fashioned gumshoe detective work,
Richard has weaved his personal story into a thrilling saga that should serve as a roadmap for anyone
seeking the “who” and “why” of an adoptee’s birth.”
Bennett Greenspan, President, Family Tree DNA
“This book is a must‐read for any adoptee, and for anyone working on their genealogy. The sheer joy of
seeing someone’s hard work pay off so successfully brings a big smile.”
Emily Aulicino, Blogger, DNA ‐ Genealem's Genetic Genealogy

“I finished reading your book over the weekend and I thought it was absolutely fantastic! It was
suspenseful, funny and easy to follow...Thank you for sharing your story. It truly touched my
heart and I will definitely be recommending the book to others.”
Cortney Brenner, adoptive parent
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